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for the time being. The seven settled
for a moral condemnation that some-
how seemed to fall short of even the
message of hope which Mr. Mulroney
wanted to send to young Africans
tuned to the airwaves of the world.
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which neatly eliminated one avenue
of future pressure.

The instability of world agricul-
tural markets was a major point of
contention, the Germans winning out
in the end by getting the seven to
adopt a proposal to negotiate a condi-
tion devoid of deadlines.

Canada's attempts to seal a new
trading arrangement with the United
States could well have been in the
back of some minds when the sum=
mit seven called for a reduction of
protectionist measures that "exacer-

, bate the problems of development
and indebtedness." The final commu-
nique made no specific references to
the mood to the contrary in the U.S.
or to Japan's traditional behaviour of
selling everyWhere while not buying
to the same degree.

It was clear that six of the lead-
ers wanted nothing to do with the in-
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So. of what irnmedt vâlue was
the summit? Perhaps cb Pres-
idént Francois Mitterrand inted to
one clear result; "It's a wa f deep-
ening connections." It might o be a
stepping stone to more can ac-
tion on many pressing proble


